Peers: Provide Feedback Within 7 Days of RN Request

Peers, please complete the peer feedback process within 7 days of receiving an email request via our Qualtrics Peer Selection and Invitation Tool. The email contains a personalized link and the domains you’re requested to evaluate. Open the link to login. Review RN’s information on the first screen (peer, simply read this and move to the next screen).

On the second screen, which is the only portion you will need to complete, enter ratings, short answer responses and your info/signature. When you submit the survey, a copy of your responses will be auto-forwarded via email to:

- you
- the RN who requested the feedback
- the clinical nursing director/supervisor

Average completion time: 10-15 minutes
Survey response format:
- clickable ratings
- short paragraph for your domain(s)
- short paragraph summary

NOTE: The peer feedback survey tool must be completed in one sitting. You cannot leave the program and return later to complete.

Are you a peer who does not have an e-invitation but needs to provide peer feedback for a nurse?

To provide peer feedback without an e-invitation, visit our Performance Evaluations website and click the “Take Peer Feedback Survey” button - or click button below. In the first survey screen be sure to select “I am providing peer feedback…” Please provide peer feedback within 7 days.